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Abstract—The container mechanism supports server consolidation; to ensure memory performance isolation, Linux relies on static memory limits. However, this results in poor performance, because an application needs are dynamic. In this article we will show current problems with memory consolidation for containers in Linux.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is about showing the problem of memory consolidation for containers in Linux.

Logical servers are consolidated by running several of them on a single physical machine, thereby saving money. The logical servers should remain mutually isolated, i.e. execution of one logical server should not impact any other.

One popular consolidation mechanism, in Linux is called “containers” [1]–[4]. A container is a group of processes isolated from the others. Containers are advantageous for security (e.g. a file that belongs to a container can not be read from another), deployment (e.g. running a container is as simple as running a shell command) and resource control (e.g. a container can be restricted to, say, a specific CPU core) [5].

This article focuses specifically on container memory consolidation, which consists of multiplexing the physical memory of the machine across the virtual memory demands of all containers. Memory consolidation can be effective if, at every point in time, the total memory demands of all containers is less than the available physical memory, which is the common case, because data center utilization usually remains well under 100% [6], [7].

The classical virtual memory mechanism ensures security isolation. However, it is insufficient for memory performance isolation (ensuring to each container enough memory for it to perform well) because it does not stop one container from starving the others of physical memory. Furthermore, the metrics available to the kernel (e.g. frequency of page faults, I/O requests, use of CPU cycle, etc.) are not suitable for performance isolation, because they are not directly relevant to performance as experienced from the application perspective, which is better characterized by, for instance latency or throughput.

To avoid a container starving the others, the system administrator can limit the total amount of its physical memory. If it would exceed its limit, some of its memory will be reclaimed, making it available to others. In practice, the kernel tends to reclaim preferably from the file page cache; this causes a performance decrease for containers that access files [8]. The limits to container size are static, and do not adapt to the containers’ dynamic behaviors. This is problematic, because it is challenging to estimate the optimal amount of memory for an application to execute smoothly [9], [10].

Our main contribution consists in an experimental demonstration of the limitations of the existing Linux mechanisms.

We organize the remainder of our paper as follows. Section II presents some technical background. Section III shows the issues with existing Linux mechanisms. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section IV.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A container is represented using the Linux cgroup mechanism [11]–[14]. A cgroup is a set of processes whose collective usage of resources is limited. In particular, the total amount of physical memory used across all the processes of a memory cgroup is capped by the max and soft limits described hereafter. In the rest of this section, we study how Linux manages the memory of containers under memory pressure, i.e. when free physical memory is scarce.

A. No limits

When no limits are set and under memory pressure, memory will be reclaimed from all containers. If containers have different memory needs, the kernel will allocate memory to satisfy them, even as their needs change during execution. Indeed, if a container uses, at some moment of its execution, less memory than earlier the kernel will reallocate the unused memory to another container. This constitutes memory consolidation; however there will not be memory performance isolation. Indeed, if a container uses less its memory it will lose it, because it will be reclaimed. In summary, when no limits are set, memory consolidation occurs at the expense of memory performance isolation.

B. The max and soft limit mechanism

Linux has two mechanisms to control memory reclamation of containers. The first is the max limit; a container will not be allocated a memory footprint larger than its max limit, even if there exists unused memory elsewhere. If a process needs physical memory, and its container has already reached its max
limit, the kernel may reallocate memory from another process of the same container, but not from another container. This mechanism avoids situations where some containers would starve the others.

The soft limit is similar to the max limit, except that it is active only when there is memory pressure and it is only best-effort. The intent is that the system administrator will set a soft limit approximating the container’s Working Set (WS) size [15]. Unfortunately, it is hard to estimate WS size [9], [10].

In other words, the size of a container is limited to its soft limit when there is memory pressure, otherwise, to its max limit. However, these limits are not directly related to the containers’ current memory needs; they may be higher (impeding memory consolidation) or lower (impeding memory performance isolation).

III. MEMORY CONSOLIDATION VS. MEMORY PERFORMANCE ISOLATION

A. Reference experiment

In order to demonstrate the issues experimentally, we first run a reference experiment. This experiment consists of executing a benchmark, detailed hereafter, to obtain reference number for throughput and memory footprint. The throughput was obtained from the benchmark output while memory and inputs were collected by docker. We measure the max throughput, under high offered load, to be 800 transactions per second. The reference memory footprint was measured to be 2.8 GB. These numbers are pictured in Figure 1 to Figure 3 as horizontal green lines. In the scenario that we will describe in next section, the high offered load corresponds to the generation of 800 transactions per second. We defined low offered load as what is required to reach 200 transactions per second. This number is showed as horizontal black line in Figure 1a to Figure 3a.

B. Experimental scenario

We run an experiment whose goal is to show that without limits there is no memory performance isolation, and that the max and soft limits impede memory consolidation. Our experimental scenario has two containers, A and B, which run an OLTP workload and experience changes in activity. We expect that, when both containers have high offered load, memory performance isolation should occur. When one container has high offered load and the other has low offered load or is stopped, memory consolidation should allow it to reach its reference performance. Specifically, the experiment has 6 steps:

\( \varphi_1 \) A and B both have high offered loads. Containers will bring database records in memory but physical memory available is inferior to databases’ sizes. So, there will be memory pressure. Containers will then have to access the disk so their throughputs will be low.

\( \varphi_2 \) The high offered load continues for A, and it decreases for B. If memory consolidation is effective A should be able to take memory from B, and increase its throughput to the reference value.

\( \varphi_3 \) B has high offered load. This step is similar to step 1. So, containers will have a low throughput.

\( \varphi_4 \) Both containers have low offered loads. We expect that they will be able to answer to all the transactions.

\( \varphi_5 \) B has high offered load, not A. This step is symmetric to step 2.

\( \varphi_6 \) A is completely stopped. B still has high offered load. We expect B to perform the same as the reference.

Each step of the scenario lasts for 180 seconds.

C. Experimental environment

Our experimental machine is a workstation with an Intel®Xeon®E5-1603 clocked at 2.8 GHz, 8 GB of DDR3 and a SSD. To create memory pressure, we run our experiments in a virtual machine (VM) restricted to 4 CPU cores and 3 GB of memory.

We use qemu 2.8.1 as VM hypervisor, docker 18.09.6 and its python library docker-py 3.7.2 to manage containers. Our containers execute the benchmark sysbench oltp. We modified this benchmark to dynamically change the rate of transactions generated. The benchmark makes request to a database managed by mysql 5.7. We run our experiments on Linux 4.19.

Our two containers (A and B) run with 2 cores each. They each read a database of 4 GB. Since our VM has only 3 GB of memory, the two databases will not fit in memory and some accesses to those databases will not be cached by Linux page cache resulting in physical I/O, which heavily decrease the throughput.

Then, we run the scenario described in Section III-B 10 times and compute the mean and standard deviation every second. Each point in curves depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 is the mean and its associated standard deviation for this second across the 10 runs.

D. Experiment with no limits set

We run the experiment described in Section III-B without setting any limits. By doing so, we wish to demonstrate that all containers are reclaimed equally, and there is no memory performance isolation. Our results are depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1a shows the containers’ throughputs over time and Figure 1b depicts their memory footprints. In Figure 1a, the throughput of a container that has high offered load increases at the expense of one with low offered load (\( \varphi_2 \) and \( \varphi_5 \)). Figure 1b shows that the memory footprint of the container with high offered load increases, while the container with low offered load shrinks. Memory consolidation is taking place but imperfectly, since an active container never reaches the reference level of performance. When A stops, B’s footprint grows, so its performance increases, reaching the reference level (\( \varphi_6 \)). When both containers have high offered loads they have the same throughput because they have the same memory footprint, due to the lack of memory performance isolation (\( \varphi_1 \) and \( \varphi_3 \)).
Fig. 1: No limits set

Fig. 2: Max limits set to 1.8 GB (A) and 1 GB (B)

Fig. 3: Soft limits set to 1.8 GB (A) and 1 GB (B)
E. Experiment with max limit

We demonstrate that max limit impedes memory consolidation, by running the same experiment with max limits set to 1.8 GB for A and 1 GB for B. Those values were chosen such that their total equals the reference memory footprint.

In Figure 2a, A has better performance than B. This can be explained by looking at Figure 2b. Because the memory footprints reach the max limits, A has more memory than B; therefore it will be able to answer more requests ($\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_3$). Figure 2b shows that there is no memory consolidation, because even when B has low offered load, A's memory footprint does not increase, and it never reaches the reference level ($\varphi_2$). Conversely, when A has low offered load and B has high offered load, B's memory does not grow, because of its max limit ($\varphi_5$). Therefore, B reaches only 500 to 550 transactions per second. Worst, when A stops, B is not able to expand its memory footprint and experiences little increase in performance ($\varphi_6$).

To conclude, with the max limit there is memory performance isolation, since A acquires more memory than B, but memory consolidation is impeded.

F. Experiment with soft limit

Under memory pressure, the soft limit has a similar effect to the max limit, also impeding memory consolidation. We show this behavior by executing the experiment using soft limits. Figure 3 shows that the results are nearly the same as above. This is expected because during our experiment there is memory pressure, and containers will tend to remain under the soft limits, which equal the previous max limits. Note however how, in $\varphi_6$, B's footprint increases; because A was stopped, relaxing memory pressure, the soft limit mechanism is not activated anymore, allowing B to increase its memory allocation.

To summarize, the soft limit mechanism supports memory performance isolation (B has less memory than A) under memory pressure. This limits memory consolidation but when memory pressure disappears, memory consolidation becomes effective again.

G. Summary

Our study shows that the existing mechanisms are not effective at memory consolidation and memory performance isolation. Without limits, there is weak memory consolidation but no memory performance isolation. The max limit supports memory performance isolation, but impedes memory consolidation. The soft limit is analogous to the max limit under memory pressure, but when memory is plentiful it does enable memory consolidation. We summarize these results in Table I.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we showed the issues of memory consolidation vs. memory performance isolation for existing mechanisms with containers. Our experiments showed without limits, there is a weak memory consolidation, but no memory performance isolation since containers have the same memory footprints. The max limit offers memory performance isolation but consolidation is impeded. The soft limit, which activates only under memory pressure, acts similarly to the max limit.

In future work, we will extend the soft limit mechanism to consolidate memory. Our mechanism will be based on applicative probe to give information about containers performance to the kernel.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Mechanism used & Memory consolidation & Memory performance isolation \\
\hline
no limits & weak & no \\
max limit & no & yes \\
soft limit & no & yes \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Summary of memory consolidation and memory performance isolation of existing mechanisms}
\label{tab:summary}
\end{table}
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